View the complete version: Late one....

Posted by: TonyN
Date: 09-10-2010 01:32:50
Just finished servicing, and then ripping the T/Case out of mckirdy-services 3rd Gen, ready for its new one he's bring up at
8am tomorrow... errr, this morning!!
:D
Better get some sleep.....
lol, night all....
Posted by: Matt
Date: 09-10-2010 01:34:45
Part timer. :D Can imagine how bleary eyed you'll be in the morning. :D Sleep well. :)
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 09-10-2010 06:21:05
Hope it goes together quickly
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 09-10-2010 09:06:05
don't forget the sump bung though... :whistle:
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 09-10-2010 09:29:07
And make sure you have the eye wash handy :devilish:
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 09-10-2010 16:13:45
Har-dee-har-har....
Feckers!
Posted by: mckirdy-services
Date: 09-10-2010 17:37:14
And it's still not finished :-)
Although that's probably because I keep adding jobs to do :-). Thanks for all your hard work Tony it's really appreciated.
I left my chainsaw etc! Bugger. So decided to go out for a ride on the bike as not been out in ages. I'm currently broken
down on the m20 junction 9 :-(
I think itsa battery issue as nit been used in a while and did not start straight away .
I'm currently wIti g for rac bloke :-(
Oh well

Posted by: Matt
Date: 09-10-2010 17:46:14
You actually on the hard shoulder or off at the junction? Don't envy you if you're still on the shoulder.
Posted by: mckirdy-services
Date: 09-10-2010 17:59:00
Matt wrote:
You actually on the hard shoulder or off at the junction? Don't envy you if you're still on the
shoulder.
Im on the roundabout, another biker gave me a hand to push the bike onto the footpath behind the traffic cones (road works).
So I'm as safe as can be and it's not too cold :-)
I'm down as a priority with the rac so they said within 2 hours! IDE hate not to be a priority
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 09-10-2010 21:26:08
poo, thats bad luck!!
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 09-10-2010 23:02:10
Could be worse...hummer box is half out...and most of the inners are...err...outers :D
Posted by: Matt
Date: 09-10-2010 23:04:35
Be a pisser if he's still waiting. :devilish:
Posted by: mckirdy-services
Date: 09-10-2010 23:18:20
got back in the end, rac only took 50 mins. The battery was shot, only replaced it less than two months ago under warranty
as the other one packed up.
I cant see me getting two duff batteries so think someting up with bike. the bike is only a 58 plate 2009 honda cbf 1000 gt
so should be fine !
got 13v out of alternator not checked ampage, will phone honda on monday.
nothing is ever simple :(
Posted by: JUDWAK
Date: 10-10-2010 04:57:25
i aint been asleep fekin cant tryed but no joy
so i potted about the house messing with things
i have give up on sleep i tryed everything
fek it iam going to kick the cat fek the wife then beat her silly
it seems to work for drunks :devilish:
Posted by: JUDWAK
Date: 10-10-2010 04:59:25

i forgot to say theres a small room around to back of here with a very large magnifying glass
is that were mckirdy-services can go for a tug :lol:
Posted by: mckirdy-services
Date: 10-10-2010 09:32:21
JUDWAK wrote:
i forgot to say theres a small room around to back of here with a very large magnifying glass
is that were mckirdy-services can go for a tug :lol:
Ohh that really batters my sausage :-)
Posted by: pirate-storm
Date: 10-10-2010 09:38:35
mckirdy-services wrote:
JUDWAK wrote:
i forgot to say theres a small room around to back of here with a very
large magnifying glass
is that were mckirdy-services can go for a tug :lol:
Ohh that really batters my sausage :-)
yuck!!!!!!! :lol:

